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General Information

In 2022, Honda British Talent Cup enters its fifth year of competition and its second season as the sole British Moto3™ 
class. A Cup for riders and teams, competitors are between 13 and 17 and race around the UK, alongside the British 
Superbike Championship and the FIM MotoGP™ World Championship. Each BTC round comprises two races, with the 
points system mirroring that of MotoGP™.

2022 is a nine-round, 18-race season, with eight rounds alongside BSB and a season highlight alongside MotoGP™ at 
Silverstone for the British Grand Prix. 

Two pre-season tests, one at the end of March and one in early April, give the field chance to get in gear before the 
season opener at the Silverstone national layout. The Cup then heads for Oulton Park and Donington before going north 
to Knockhill for Round 4. Brands Hatch then welcomes back the Cup ahead of the British GP, before the field takes on 
Thruxton and Snetterton 300. The finale takes place on the Grand Prix layout at Donington Park, with the season coming 
to an end in early October.

Each season there is the opportunity for promotion on the Road to MotoGP™. The championship into which the selected 
rider will be promoted will now depend on the level and potential of the chosen rider each season. Dorna and MSVR 
study the BTC field throughout the year and make this decision in order to provide the opportunity that is the best fit for 
the chosen rider to keep progressing and learning on the Road to MotoGP™. The options will be either the Hawkers 
European Talent Cup, Red Bull MotoGP Rookies Cup or FIM Moto3™ Junior World Championship.

Former BTC riders have already joined the Junior Talent Team and graduated to other teams in the FIM JuniorGP™ paddock. 
2019 BTC Champion Scott Ogden took that path and he now lines up full-time in the Moto3™ World Championship in 
2022 alongside fellow BTC alumnus Josh Whatley. 2021 BTC Champion Casey O’Gorman was the selected rider last 
season and the first to be placed into the Red Bull MotoGP Rookies Cup, where he races in 2022.
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The Series

The Honda British Talent Cup was conceived by Dorna, the organiser of the MotoGP™ World Championship, the FIM JuniorGP™ 
World Championship, the MOTUL FIM Superbike World Championship, the FIM Enel MotoE™ World Cup, the Idemitsu Asia 
Talent Cup and the Northern Talent Cup, as well as co-organiser of the Red Bull MotoGP Rookies Cup.

The BTC provides an opportunity for the most talented young riders in the British Isles to race and learn on the Road to 
MotoGP™. The Cup began in 2018 as a competition for riders – not teams – and was raced on identical, British Talent Cup-
liveried Honda NSF250R machinery alongside BSB, WorldSBK and MotoGP™ events. From 2020, an agreement reached 
between Dorna and British Championship promoter and organiser MotorSport Vision Racing (MSVR) saw the Cup expand and 
become the sole British Moto3™ class.

Both riders and teams can now enter the BTC in a traditional manner, and the blueprint for the regulations is the Dorna-promoted 
European Talent Cup within the FIM JuniorGP™ World Championship, which specifies the exclusive use of an essentially 
standard specification Honda NSF250R motorcycle. Dorna remain hands-on at all events with rider coaching support in order 
to assess the stars of tomorrow.

UK - Snetterton

UK - Donington

UK - Silverstone

UK - Brands Hatch

UK - Knockhill

UK - Oulton Park

UK - Thruxton

25th – 27th March

14th April

15th – 17th April

30th April – 2nd May

20th – 22nd May

17th – 19th June

22nd – 24th July

5th – 7th August

12th – 14th August

9th – 11th September

30th Sep – 2nd Oct 

UK - Snetterton 300

UK - Silverstone Nat.

UK - Silverstone Nat.

UK - Oulton Park

UK - Donington Nat.

UK - Knockhill

UK - Brands Hatch GP

UK - Silverstone GP

UK - Thruxton

UK - Snetterton 300

UK - Donington

Official Test

BSB test

Round 1 - BSB

Round 2 - BSB

Round 3 - BSB

Round 4 - BSB

Round 5 - BSB

Round 6 - BSB 

Round 7 - BSB 

Round 8 - BSB 

Round 9 - BSB

2022 Calendar
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Honda NSF250R Moto3

Dimensions Engine

Overall length 1,809 mm (71.2 in) Type Liquid cooled 4-stroke engine

Overall width 560 mm (22.0 in) Cylinder arrangement Single cylinder, inclined 15º from vertical

Overall height 1,037 mm (40.8 in) Bore and stroke 78.0 x 52.2 mm (3.07 x 2.06 in)

Wheelbase 1,219 mm (48.0 in) Displacement 249.3 cm3 (15.21 cu-in)

Ground clearance 107 mm (4.2 in) Compression ratio 12.3:1

Seat height standard 729 mm (28.7 in) Valve train Chain driven, DOHC

Lubrication system Semi-dry sump, forced pressure and 

wet sump

Frame Oil pump type Trochoid

Type Aluminium, twin tube

Front suspension Telescopic, inverted type

Rear suspension Swinger, Pro-link Fuel System

Front tire size 90/80 R17 Throttle body type GQD1A

Rear tire size 115/75 R17 Throttle bore 50 mm (2.0 in)

Front brake Single disc 296 mm, with 4-piston caliper

Rear brake Single disc 186 mm, with single piston 

caliper Drive Chain

Fuel capacity 11.0 liter (2.91 US gal, 2.42 Imp. gal) Clutch operating system Cable operated

Clutch type Wet, multi-plate

Electrical Transmission 6 speeds constant mesh

Fuel Delivery System PGM-FI Final reduction 2.333 (15/35T)

Ignition system Full Transistor Gearshift pattern 1 – N – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 – 6
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PARTNERS

Title Sponsor

Main Partners



Entry List

2# |  Josh BANNISTER                             |  GBR  28# Alfie DAVIDSON                                |  GBR
Date of Birth: 11-Jun-2009 Date of Birth: 28-Feb-2008

Place of Birth: Nuneaton Place of Birth: Leyland

Team: Astro-JJR Racing Team: Davidson/Pete Banks racing

 4#  |  Sullivan MOUNSEY                            | GBR  29# |  Lucas BROWN                                 |  GBR
Date of Birth: 05-Jun-2007 Date of Birth: 04-Apr-2008

Place of Birth: London Place of Birth: Haywards Heath

Team: Wilson Racing/J&S Accessories Team: SP125 / Amphibian Scaffolding

 5#  |  Mason JOHNSON                             | GBR  33# |  Elijah BANISH                                  |  USA
Date of Birth: 15-Dec-06 Date of Birth: 01-Nov-2008

Place of Birth: Huddersfield Place of Birth: Burlington

Team: Team 151s-Lextek Team: ThorneyCroft56 Racing

 9# |  Bailey STUART-CAMPBELL                |  GBR  35# |  Zack WESTON                                 |  GBR
Date of Birth |  Age*: 131-Jan-2008 Date of Birth: 16-Mar-2009

Place of Birth: Wokingham Place of Birth: Eastbourne

Team: Team 151s-Lextek Team: NWRacing

 15# |  Harrison CROSBY                            |  GBR 40# | Julian CORREA                                 |  USA
Date of Birth: 29-Mar-2006 Date of Birth: 21-Oct-2008

Place of Birth: Ashford Place of Birth: Florida

Team: Banks Racing Team: Microlise Cresswell Racing

 19# |  Scott MCPHEE                                 |  GBR  41# | Luca HOPKINS                                 |  GBR
Date of Birth: 19-Jul-2008 Date of Birth: 27-Feb-2008

Place of Birth: Oban Place of Birth: Selby

Team: SMP Racing Team: SP125 / Barnsdale Leisure

 21#  |  Troy JEFFREY                                 |  GBR  43# |  Ryan HITCHCOCK                           |  GBR
Date of Birth: 16-Jul-2008 Date of Birth: 9-Oct-2007

Place of Birth: Kelso Place of Birth: Melksham

Team: Mortimer Racing / Victoria House Academy Team: City Lifting by RS Racing

 23# |  Rhys STEPHENSON                         |  GBR  44# |  Lucas  HILL                                      |  GBR
Date of Birth: 07-Jan-2006 Date of Birth: 15-Sep-2007

Place of Birth: Skegness Place of Birth: Driffield

Team: Rocket Racing Team: Ashcourt Racing

27# |  Ted WILKINSON                              |  GBR 48# |  Ollie WALKER                                 |  GBR
Date of Birth: 15-Dec-2007 Date of Birth: 6-Nov-2007

Place of Birth: Runcorn Place of Birth: Highbridge

Team: RMB Racing Team: SP125
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Entry List

51# |  Holly HARRIS                                   |  GBR  71# | Daniel GOODMAN                           |  GBR
Date of Birth: 11-Oct-2005 Date of Birth: 05-Jul-2009

Place of Birth: Chippenham Place of Birth: Peterlee

Team: FHO Racing Team: MLav VisionTrack Academy

 52# |  Evan BELFORD                                |  GBR  74# | Carter BROWN                                 |  GBR
Date of Birth: 21-Jul-2007 Date of Birth: 20-Nov-2006

Place of Birth: Atherstone Place of Birth: North Petherton

Team: City Lifting by RS Racing Team: MLav VisionTrack Academy

 53# |  Kiyano VEIJER                                    |  NL  75# | Filip SUROWIAK                                | POL 
Date of Birth: 18-Sep-2008 Date of Birth: 26-Oct-2008

Place of Birth: Staphorst Place of Birth: Morden

Team: Microlise Cresswell Racing Team: MJL-Racing

 55# |  Harrison DESSOY                            |  GBR  76# | Charlie HUNTINGFORD                   |  GBR
Date of Birth: 28-JuL-2005 Date of Birth: 24-Feb-2009

Place of Birth: Grays Place of Birth: Stowmarket

Team: Microlise Cresswell Racing/ Eastern Garage Team: WMS Mototechniks

 57# |  Johnny GARNESS                            |  GBR 79# |  Harley McCABE                               |  GBR
Date of Birth: 31-Jul-2008 Date of Birth: 07-Sep-2008

Place of Birth: Ilfracombe Place of Birth: Halifax

Team: MLav VisionTrack Academy Team: MLav VisionTrack Academy

 61# |  Harrison MACKAY                           |  GBR  84# |  Matthew RUISBROEK                      |  GBR
Date of Birth: 18-Apr-2008 Date of Birth: 08-Oct-2007

Place of Birth: Lincoln Place of Birth: Valencia

Team: Wilson Racing / Super Soco Team: Microlise Cresswell Racing

 64# |  Clayton EDMUNDS                         |  GBR  90# |  Kalvin KELLY                                   |  GBR
Date of Birth: 02-Aug-2009 Date of Birth: 15-Mar-2008

Place of Birth: Aylesbury Place of Birth: Leeds

Team: MJL Racing Team: Thorneycroft Racing 

 65# |  Alexander ROWAN                    |  GBR-NI  99# |  Peter WILLS                                |  GBR-NI
Date of Birth: 29-Jun-2007 Date of Birth: 09-Jul-2008

Place of Birth: Dromara Place of Birth: Cullybackey

Team: Mortimer Racing / Victoria House Academy Team: MLav Visiontrack Academy 

70# |  Olly HORNER                                  |  GBR                         

Date of Birth: 03-Apr-2008

Place of Birth: Salisbury

Team: Mortimer Racing  
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RESULTS 

POS # RIDER POI.
SIL-NAT OUL DON-NAT KNO BRA SIL THR SNE DON

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

1 57 Johnny GARNESS 336 25 NC 25 16 20 25 NC 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 NS NS
2 74 Carter BROWN 232 16 NC 16 10 25 25 NC 20 16 NC 11 13 20 20 NC NC 20 20
3 15 Harrison CROSBY 181 20 20 NC 0 6 5 NC 8 20 13 7 8 11 11 16 16 11 9
4 23 Rhys STEPHENSON 177 10 NC NC 20 0 7 10 10 8 7 20 20 16 13 20 NC NC 16
5 29 Lucas BROWN 151 3 5 10 6 8 6 9 7 7 9 10 9 8 9 13 8 13 11
6 55 Harrison DESSOY 143 5 11 11 25 16 10 8 11 11 NC 13 11 NC NS NC NC 7 4
7 52 Evan BELFORD 142 NS NS NS NS NS NS 25 NC 0 16 NC 2 9 16 4 20 25 25
8 53 Kiyano VEIJER 138 13 25 20 13 0 16 11 13 6 10 5 NC NS NS NS NS 0 6
9 43 Ryan HITCHCOCK 103 11 6 8 3 13 9 5 5 9 11 NL NC 4 NC 10 9 NC 0

10 84 Matthew RUISBROEK 98 7 10 9 11 NS NS 0 0 13 20 9 6 13 NC NS NS 0 NC
11 79 Harley MCCABE 95 NC 8 13 7 NS NS 0 0 0 0 16 16 NC 2 7 NC 16 10
12 40 Julian CORREA 92 9 16 NC 8 10 8 7 2 5 6 4 7 NC 3 0 2 0 5
13 4 Sullivan MOUNSEY 88 NS NS NS NS 11 11 20 NC 0 5 8 NC 7 4 1 NC 8 13
14 61 Harrison MACKAY 85 NC 9 7 5 4 4 4 6 10 8 0 3 6 7 2 10 NC NC
15 9 Bailey STUART-CAMPBELL 74 NC 1 NC 9 9 13 13 9 0 0 NL NC NS NS 9 6 5 0
16 64 Clayton EDMUNDS 69 6 13 NC 1 5 2 2 4 0 2 6 10 5 8 0 5 0 0
17 48 Ollie WALKER 52 4 2 5 2 1 0 3 0 2 4 2 4 2 6 6 7 0 2
18 75 Filip SUROWIAK 46 0 0 NC 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 1 EX 0 0 11 13 10 8
19 71 Daniel GOODMAN 35 2 3 NC 0 3 1 NC 0 0 0 NC 0 0 1 8 11 6 NC
20 21 Troy JEFFREY 33 0 0 0 0 0 0 16 16 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 NC
21 41 Luca HOPKINS 31 NC 4 NC 4 7 3 0 0 0 0 NS NS 0 NS 5 4 4 NC
22 99 Peter WILLIS 26 8 7 NS 0 NS NS 0 0 0 0 3 5 0 0 0 0 2 1
23 2 Josh BANNISTER 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 3 0 0 3 5 3 3 0 0
24 65 Alexander ROWAN 18 0 NC 6 0 0 0 6 3 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 NC NS NS
25 76 Charlie HUNTINGFORD 8 0 0 2 0 0 0 NC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3
26 33 Elijah BANISH 4 0 NC 4 0 0 0 NC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 NS NS NS NS
27 44 Lucas HILL 4 1 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 NS NS 0 0 0 0
28 90 Kalvin Kelly 4 0 0 NC 0 0 0 1 0 3 NC 0 0 NS NS NS NS NS NS
29 27 Ted WILKINSON 1 NC 0 1 0 0 0 NC 0 0 0 0 0 NS NS 0 0 0 0
30 28 Alfie DAVIDSON 1 0 0 NC 0 0 0 0 NC NS NC 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
31 5 Mason JOHNSON 0 NS NS NC NS 0 0 0 0 NC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 NC
32 70 Olly HORNER 0 NS NS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
33 8 Ross MOORE 0 NS NS 0 NS 0 0 NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS
34 19 Scott MCPHEE 0 0 0 NS 0 NS NS 0 0 NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS 0 0
35 22 Maik DUIN 0 0 0 NC 0 0 0 0 NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS
36 35 Zack WESTON 0 NC 0 NC 0 NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS
37 51 Holly HARRIS 0 0 0 NS 0 0 0 0 0 NS NC 0 0 0 0 0 0 NS NS
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THE SEASON SO FAR

SILVERSTONE NATIONAL  | 15-17 APRIL 2022

SILVERSTONE | ROUND 1 Race 1 

REPORT 

Garness holds on for opening race victory in 2022 Honda British Talent Cup
The 13 year old took a third career win and started his campaign in the best possible fashion 

The opnening round of the Honda British Talent Cup got underway with blissful sunshine beating down on the Silverstone Circuit in Northamptonshire, 
England. Grabbing the holeshot of the opening race of the new season, Johnny Garness, the polesitter, capitalised on his strong qualifying and 
eventually took victory in fine style, beating Harrison Crosby (Banks Racing) and Carter Brown (MLav VisionTrack Academy) by just less than a second. 
It was Garness’ third win in the class, and he leads the Championship into Sunday’s action.

As Garness led the way, Harrison Crosby and Julian Correa (Microlise Cresswell Racing) battled hard in the opening corners and the ensuing laps. 
Garness originally broke clear at the front but soon, his lead was reeled back in, and Harrison Crosby hit the front on Lap 5, the first lead change of 
the race. Meanwhile, back in eighth place, Carter Brown had set the fastest lap as the #74 aimed to get back amongst the leading group. Also in the 
leading group, the likes of Kiyano Veijer (Microlise Cresswell Racing), Rhys Stephenson (Rocket Racing), Ryan Hitchcock (City Lifting by RS Racing) all 
exchanged positions, whilst Peter Willis (MLav VisionTrack Academy), Matthew Ruisbroeck (Microlise Cresswell Racing/Easterm Garage) and Clayton 
Edmunds (MJL Racing) were inside the top ten.

Just before half-race distance, Harley McCabe crashed out at Luffield having started from a superb fourth place, ending his race prematurely but he’ll 
certainly be hoping to bounce back in Race 2 on Sunday. There was then a disaster for Harrison Mackay (Wilson Racing/Super Soco) who suffered a 
dramatic mechanical issue with smoke pouring out, thankfully with no fluids on the circuit.

As the closing stages of the race beckoned, it was Johnny Garness who took the lead back and, with a backmarker of Troy Jeffrey (Mortimer Racing/
Victoria House Academy) getting between him and the chasing pack as the last lap started, pulled the pin to break away. Having finished fifth in the 
2021 Honda British Talent Cup, the rider from Devon took the opening honours of 2022, impressively setting his personal best lap of the race on the 
final lap of the 22-lap encounter. Harrison Crosby was second with Carter Brown taking third; Brown set the fastest lap of the race and thus starts 
Race 2 from pole position, ahead of Crosby and Garness. Veijer, Hitchcock, Stephenson, Correa, Willis, Ruisbroeck and Edmunds completed the top 
ten, with Ruisbroeck finishing as top rookie.

Race 2 gets underway on Sunday at Silverstone at 14.20 local time (GMT+1), with everyone ready to do battle once more.
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THE SEASON SO FAR

SILVERSTONE NATIONAL  | 15-17 APRIL 2022

SILVERSTONE | ROUND 1 Race 2 

REPORT 

Veijer takes first-ever Honda British Talent Cup win in Race 2 at Silverstone
The Dutch teenager held on for victory ahead of Harrison Crosby, who is the new Cup leader. 

The first round of the 2022 Honda British Talent Cup has come to a close after Race 2 action from Silverstone in Northamptonshire, England. In 
another thrilling 22-lap encounter, it was a six-way fight for victory, with Kiyano Veijer (Microlise Cresswell Racing) holding on and avoiding last lap 
drama to take a career-first win ahead of Harrison Crosby (Banks Racing) and American Julian Correa (Microlise Cresswell Racing), whilst Race 1 
winner Johnny Garness (MLav VisionTrack Academy) crashed out of the battle on the final lap.

Starting from pole, Carter Brown got a good getaway, but it was Race 1 winner Johnny Garness who grabbed the holeshot. Kiyano Veijer also made 
a bright start and was up into second from sixth on the grid; Veijer took the lead on Lap 2, holding on ahead of Garness, American Julian Correa 
(Microlise Cresswell Racing), Harrison Crosby (Banks Racing), polesitter Carter Brown (MLav VisionTrack Academy) and Rhys Stephenson (Rocket 
Racing), with the leading six being the main riders and in a group of their own. On Lap 6, it was Crosby who took over at the front, with Veijer and 
Race 1 winner Garness swapping places with the Banks Racing rider. At half-race distance, Carter Brown began coming back into the mix, in a similar 
pattern to Race 1, with the 2021 runner-up in third place as the top six had five seconds over the rest of the field, led by Harrison Mackay (Wilson 
Racing/Super Soco).

In the final five laps, it was anyone’s guess as to who would clinch victory; Veijer, Garness and Correa were the leading three, whilst Brown, Crosby 
and Stephenson were now keeping a watching brief with all six in contention. With half-a-second covering the leading six, Johnny Garness hit the 
front on the penultimate lap and attempted to break the group and led onto the final lap. Heading into Becketts on the final lap, Julian Correa came 
storming through from fifth to first, but teammate Kiyano Veijer blasted through on the backstraight, with Garness coming into second. However, in 
the braking area for Brooklands, Garness highsided out of the action, whilst on the exit of Brooklands, Rhys Stephenson likewise highsided, taking 
out Carter Brown. This left Dutchman Veijer out front ahead of Crosby, whilst across the line, it was Correa who bagged a first podium of the year.

With three of the leading six crashing out of the race in the final three corners, this promoted the second group right up the order. Fourth place went 
to rookie Clayon Edmunds (MJL Racing), ahead of Harrison Dessoy (Microlise Cresswell/Easterm Garage), Matthew Ruisbrocke (Microlise Cressewell 
Racing), Harrison Mackay, Harley McCabe (MLav VisionTrack Academy), Peter Willis (MLav VisionTrack Academy) and Ryan Hitchcock (City Lifting by 
RS Racing) all rounding out the top ten. Notably, it was a fine ride for Luca Hopkins (SP125/Barnsdale Leisure), up from last on the grid to 12th. In the 
Championship standings, Harrison Crosby sports a two-points lead over Veijer, whilst Garness is third, 15 behind.

The next round comes from Oulton Park from the 30th April to 2nd May, where the title fight promises to be just as intense as the opening round.
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THE SEASON SO FAR

OULTON PARK  | 30-2 MAY 2022

OULTON PARK | ROUND 2 Race 1

REPORT 

Johnny Garness (MLav VisionTrack Academy) just beat Kiyano Veijer 
(Microlise Cresswell Racing) to the top step in Race 1 at Oulton Park, with 
the battle going right down to the wire and decided by mere hundredths. 
Carter Brown (MLav VisionTrack Academy) completed the podium a few 
tenths back, with a late race of attrition for some on Sunday seeing key 
names crash out including former points leader Harrison Crosby (Banks 
Racing).

Off the line Veijer took the holeshot from Crosby, but the number 15 didn’t 
take long to hit the front. Brown was tucked in behind, with Garness in 
fourth on Lap 1. On Lap 2 the top two had a small gap too, but it didn’t 
last long and soon enough the duels and squabbles had become a group.

A nine rider lead freight train formed as the fight for victory started to heat 
up. Rhys Stephenson (Rocket Racing) was in the hunt but slight contact 
with Brown at the bottom of the hill saw the number 23 forced to run on, 
therefore losing time and dropping to the back of the group.

The lead was chopping and changing heading into the closing exchanges 
and after regrouping and reeling in the leaders, Stephenson then crashed 
at Turn 4 on the penultimate lap after running onto the grass. Eight riders 
were then left searching for victory, and it all came down to the last lap.

Veijer led the freight train from Garness and Julian Correa (Microlise 

Cresswell Racing), and at the bottom of the hill, the American was in hot 
and wide but had the inside line for the switchback. However, Garness 
then had the inside line for the right-hander and at that stage it looked like 
Veijer had enough of a gap for victory – but that didn’t turn out to be the 
case. Garness strung a sensational final sector together and a lunge up 
the inside at the final corner saw the number 57 edge ahead.

Garness and Veijer were side by side on the run to the line and by the 
slimmest of margins, the MLav VisionTrack rider held on for victory. Brown 
just snuck into third as Correa then suffered late heartbreak after he 
highsided at the final corner, but thankfully he was ok. Crosby, meanwhile, 
also felt that bad luck as the number 15 went down after running off to 
avoid the American.

Ultimately then, Harley McCabe (MLav VisionTrack Academy) came home 
fourth ahead of Harrison Dessoy (Microlise Cresswell Racing/Eastern 
Garage Racing) in the lead group. Lucas Brown (SP125/Amphibian 
Scaffolding) took a lonely P6, as Matthew Ruisbroek (Microlise Cresswell 
Racing), Ryan Hitchcock (City Lifting by RS Racing), Harrison Mackay 
(Wilson Racing/Super Soco) and Alexander Rowan (Mortimer Racing/
Victoria House Academy) rounded out the top 10.

That’s a wrap on a dramatic Sunday, with Veijer now in the points lead and 
more to come on Bank Holiday Monday. Don’t miss it!

Garness edges Veijer by 0.021s to win Oulton Park thriller 
The victory battle went right to the wire as the two went head-to-head on the final lap
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THE SEASON SO FAR

DONINGTON PARK NATIONAL  | 20-22 MAY 2022

DONINGTON | ROUND 3  RACE 1

REPORT 

Brown kicks 2022 campaign into gear with victory at Donington

The number 74 comes out on top in a classic freight train battle in the East Midlands

Carter Brown (MLav VisionTrack Academy) took his first win of the Honda 
British Talent Cup season in Race 1 at Donington, the number 74 coming 
out on top on the drag to the line against teammate Johnny Garness 
(MLav VisionTrack Academy) in a classic BTC close finish. Harrison 
Dessoy (Microlise Cresswell Racing) took third, with drama for Kiyano Veijer 
(Microlise Cresswell Racing) as the Dutchman crashed out.

Off the line it was Garness with the initial launch from pole, but by Turn 1 it 
was Veijer with the holeshot ahead of an already close battle between Rhys 
Stephenson (Rocket Racing) and Brown, with the number 23 then through 
soon after to lead. After the first few shuffles, however, a classic freight train 
formed at the front. 

It was just past a third of race distance, Lap 7, when Veijer crashed out. 
The Dutchman had duelled Stephenson early on and the two then made 
contact, with the Microlise bike sliding off into the gravel. That was drama 
in the standings, and there was more to come. 

As the laps ticked down the freight train remained pretty close, with no 
one able to make a break and split the group, but it soon lost another key 
name: Stephenson. The number 23 was out of the running, adding another 
dash of drama.

Starting the final lap though, Brown had a small gap ahead of Dessoy vs 
Garness, with the number 57 coming through into second at Redgate. But 

Garness was making progress into the deficit as the freight train navigated 
back markers, and coming into Coppice he had a look. The number 57 
couldn’t quite find a way through from thereon on though, forced to settle 
for second as he and Brown were separated by just thousandths over the 
line.

Dessoy took third for another impressive podium finish as his step forward 
in 2022 continues to pay dividends, and fourth went to Ryan Hitchcock 
(City Lifting by RS Racing) as he moved forward at Donington. Sullivan 
Mounsey (Wilson Racing/J&S Accessories) took fifth as the number 4 
returns to the fold and gets straight back into the top five, making good 
late progress through the group.

Julian Correa (Microlise Cresswell Racing) took sixth ahead of Bailey 
Stuart-Campbell (Team 151s/Lextek), Lucas Brown (SP125/Amphibian 
Scaffolding) and Luca Hopkins (SP125/Barnsdale Leisure), who completed 
the front freight train.

Harrison Crosby (Banks Racing) won the fight in the second group to 
complete the top ten.

That’s all from Race 1, with another showdown ready and waiting on 
Sunday. Who will come out on top in Race 2 at Donington? We’ll find out 
at 14:05 (GMT+1)!
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THE SEASON SO FAR

DONINGTON PARK NATIONAL  | 20-22 MAY 2022

DONINGTON | ROUND 3  RACE 2

REPORT 

Dead heat! Brown & Garness share Race 2 win after historic finish

A photo finish shows there’s absolutely nothing in it as Donington stages a race to remember

Carter Brown (MLav VisionTrack Academy) and teammate Johnny Garness weren’t split by much in Race 1 at Donington, and by the end of Race 
2 it was even less. Nothing, in fact, as the Honda British Talent Cup had the closest finish in a British Championship race in more than twenty years, 
with both riders getting 25 points and the photo finish proving absolute parity. 

Off the line it was Harrison Dessoy (Microlise Cresswell Racing) getting the best launch from third, but the usual suspects were soon fighting the 
number 55 in the freight train. First it was Garness challenging for the lead, then it was Sullivan Mounsey (Wilson Racing/J&S Accessories). And then 
it was Garness vs Mounsey, but no one was getting away from the group despite the spectacular but ultimately brief duel.

Lap by lap, the moves came thicker and faster throughout the group, with some incredible quality shining from the field. Mounsey had some serious 
moves, Garness and Brown made them count, Kiyano Veijer (Microlise Cresswell Racing) forced his way through to the front... and coming into the 
final lap, it was still anyone’s to win.

Veijer led, but Garness made his move to slice through and Brown followed suit, setting up an MLav VisionTrack Academy showdown into the final 
chicane and to the line. As they both gassed it towards the flag, each had their own small moment too... and each reached the line at exactly the 
same time. Split by exactly zero thousandths, and with the photo finish unable to split them. That makes it 25 points each and some incredible history 
made at Donington.

Just behind the two, Veijer took third place to get back no the podium after a crash out on Saturday, with Bailey Stuart-Campbell (Team 151s/Lex-
tek) taking fourth after a quality final few laps with his elbows out. Mounsey made his return to the BTC more than felt as he took fifth and seriously 
impressed.

Dessoy was forced to settle for sixth ahead of Ryan Hitchcock (City Lifting by RS Racing), Julian Correa (Microlise Cresswell Racing), Rhys Stephen-
son (Rocket Racing), Lucas Brown (SP125/Amphibian Scaffolding) and Harrison Crosby (Banks Racing), the latter completing the freight train in P11 
- and still only 1.6 off the win after an awesome showing from the top group.

That’s a wrap on Round 3 at Donington, and what a weekend it was. Two races and three winners saw history made in the East Midlands, so join us 
again for more next month as the NTC takes on Knockhill!
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THE SEASON SO FAR

KNOCKHILL  | 17-19 JUNE 2022

KNOCKHILL | ROUND 4  RACE 1

REPORT 

Belford back on top, drama hits for Garness and Brown at Knockhill

The number 52 defeats Mounsey as the duo escape the drama in Scotland

Race 1 at Knockhill boiled down to a duel between the returning Evan 
Belford (City Lifting by RS Racing) and Sullivan Mounsey (Wilson Racing/
J&S Accessories) on Saturday - with the number 52 just able to stay ahead 
over the last lap and secure his first win of the season. Local rider Troy 
Jeffrey (ThorneyCroft56 Racing) impressed to complete the podium on 
home soil in Scotland, pulling clear of Bailey Stuart-Campbell (Team 151s/
Lextek) by just under a second by the flag.

The key drama was two fold, however, as Johnny Garness (MLav 
VisionTrack Academy) initially pulled clear with more than three seconds in 
hand before sliding out, seemingly giving teammate and closest rival for the 
crown, Carter Brown, a chance to close in. But a handful of laps later that 
chance disappeared as the number 74 then suffered a technical problem, 
taking him out of the fight for the win.

Up ahead, Belford vs Mounsey pounded on in the lead, and the two were 
closely matched until the former was able to make a small gap on the 

final lap and stay ahead over the line, returning from injury in some style. 
Mounsey impressed with another showcase at the front, however, and this 
time is rewarded with a podium.

Behind, Jeffrey converted a good qualifying, great start and top pace into 
third place and a first podium, edging clear of Stuart-Campbell in the latter 
stages.

Kiyano Veijer (Microlise Cresswell Racing) headed up a closer group and 
took fifth, ahead of Rhys Stephenson (Rocket Racing), Lucas Brown 
(SP125/Amphibian Scaffolding) and Harrison Dessoy (Microlise Cresswell 
Racing). Julian Correa (Microlise Cresswell Racing) took ninth, defeating 
an impressive ride from Alexander Rowan as the Mortimer Racing/Victoria 
House Academy rider completed the top ten. 

All in all, disaster for Garness and bad luck for Brown combine to see the 
two split by exactly the same margin heading into Sunday... but now Veijer 
has taken over in second.
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KNOCKHILL  | 17-19 JUNE 2022

KNOCKHILL | ROUND 4  RACE 2

REPORT 

Garness hits back after another twist at Knockhill

The number 57 pulls clear after drama for Mounsey and Belford, with Brown back on the podium in second

Johnny Garness (MLav VisionTrack Academy) enjoyed a redemptive Race 2 at Knockhill as the number 57 returned to the top step, bouncing back 
from a crash out the lead on Saturday. The drama was instead reserved for Sullivan Mounsey (Wilson Racing/J&S Accessories) and Evan Belford (City 
Lifting by RS Racing), with the former crashing out and collecting the latter. Carter Brown (MLav VisionTrack Academy) came through to take second, 
just pipping Troy Jeffrey (ThorneyCroft56 Racing) at the line.

The early stages saw a three-rider fight as Mounsey took off, Garness then took over and Belford was once again on podium-fighting form. No one 
was able to pull away, but the drama hit on Lap 7 as Mounsey overcooked it, lost control and as he went down, made contact with Belford. The 
number 52 tumbled with him into the gravel, riders ok but leaving Garness with more than three seconds in hand.

That was a comparable gap to the one he enjoyed on Saturday before sliding out, but this time there were no such dramas. The number 57 kept it 
pinned to take another win and extend his points lead, bouncing back in style.

Brown, meanwhile, was locked in a duel with Jeffrey. The number 21 impressed again but just lost out, the two crossing the line spit by little but with 
Brown ahead to limit the damage in the standings, losing only five points to Garness.

Kiyano Veijer (Microlise Cresswell Racing) beat teammate Harrison Dessoy to fourth, ahead of Rhys Stephenson (Rocket Racing) and another small 
gap back to Bailey Stuart-Campbell (Team 151s/Lextek). Harrison Crosby (Rocket Racing) got the better of Lucas Brown (SP125/Amphibian Scaf-
folding) in a close finish between the two.

Harrison Mackay (Wilson Racing / Super Soco) completed the top ten, pipping Ryan Hitchcock (City Lifting by RS Racing) by just 0.004 over the line.

That’s a wrap on Knockhill, and now it’s time for some summer break before the field returns at Brands Hatch in July. Tune in for more then!
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BRANDS HATCH  | 22-24 JULY 2022

BRANDS HATCH | ROUND 5  RACE 1

REPORT 

It was an eventful Race 1 in the Honda British Talent Cup at Brands Hatch for the fifth round of the season. Blissfully sunny weather welcomed the 
riders and teams on track in what would be a red-flagged and shortened first race. However, once the race got back underway it was Johnny Garness 
(MLav VisionTrack Academy) who made the most of it to take a fifth win of 2022 and to extend his lead in the overall standings.

As the lights went out for the opening encounter, a first lap crash on the exit of Turn 2 for a fast-starting Sullivan Mounsey (Wilson Racing/J&S Racing) 
after a sudden mechanical problem, the #4 was hit from behind by Harley McCabe (MLav VisionTrack Academy), leading to a multiple rider crash and 
a red flag. Thankfully, riders involved were OK, although some were taken to the medical centre for a further check-up. Mounsey was declared fit for 
tomorrow whilst McCabe will be reviewed before Race 2.

After the stoppage period, Race 1 was reduced from 14 laps to ten and with a heavily depleted grid, Johnny Garness grabbed the holeshot ahead 
of Amanuel Brinton (Mortimer Racing/Victoria House Academy). Both pulled away from the battle behind and ran together for the opening few laps. 
Everyone got safely through the opening lap but there was drama for Evan Belford (City Lifting by RS Racing); he was forced to start from pitlane but 
soon re-entered the pits with a clear mechanical problem. He re-joined on Lap 6 to get vital track time.

In the battle for third, Harrison Crosby (Banks Racing) was being pushed hard by Championship contender Carter Brown (MLav VisionTrack Acade-
my), Matthew Ruisbroek (Microlise Cresswell Racing) and Harrison Dessoy (Microlise Cresswell Racing/Eastern Garage Racing). Constant swapping 
of positions and battling hard, there were plenty of fierce moves being made. However, at the front, Garness had broken clear of wildcard Brinton, 
who was having a strong ride. However, on the penultimate lap, it was a disaster for Brinton who crashed out at Turn 2 from a safe second.

That left Garness to take a dominant victory, his fifth of the season and extend his points lead to 33. Carter Brown looked like he was going to finish in 
second place, but he was out-dragged to the line by Harrison Crosby who got second ahead of Brown, whilst fourth place went to Ruisbroek whilst 
Dessoy completed the top five. Harrison Mackay clinched sixth ahead of Ryan Hitchcock, both separated by less than half a tenth. Rhys Stephenson 
(Rocket Racing), Lucas Brown (SP125/Amphibian Scaffolding) and Kiyano Veijer (Microlise Cresswell Racing).

Garness dominates in shortened British Talent Cup Race 1
A red flag on the original start meant the race distance was shortened to a 10-lap dash
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BRANDS HATCH  | 22-24 JULY 2022

BRANDS HATCH | ROUND 5  RACE 2

REPORT 

Race 2 of the Honda British Talent Cup’s fifth round of 2022 was another 
exciting encounter as Brands Hatch served up a treat. Having won Race 
1, Johnny Garness (MLav VisionTrack Academy) was once again aiming to 
extend his lead, but with a chasing pack behind him, it wouldn’t be easy. 
At the end of the 14 laps, it was Garness who made it a sensational sixth 
victory and his first double of 2022.

Grabbing the holeshot from pole, Garness made a perfect start ahead 
of Harrison Dessoy (Microlise Cresswell Racing/Eastern Garage Racing) 
and Amanuel Brinton (Mortimer Racing/Victoria House Academy), with the 
three riders making a small breakaway on the first lap. It was a bright start 
from Kiyano Veijer (Microlise Cresswell Racing) who was up inside the top 
four before being passed by Harrison Crosby (Banks Racing) by the end of 
the first lap. Brinton was into second at Turn 1 on Lap 2 following a mistake 
by Dessoy. However, out front with a lap of around a second advantage, 
Garness was looking to repeat his Saturday success.

Whilst Brinton chased after Garness, the battle for third was intense 
between Crosby and Dessoy, although their constant battling saw them 
more than two seconds adrift of the top two by the end of Lap 3. The 
battle for fifth was equally as enthralling with Matthew Ruisbroek (Microlise 
Cresswell Racing), Veijer, Rhys Stephenson (Rocket Racing), Harrison 
Mackay (Wilson Racing/Super Soco), Lucas Brown (SP125/Amphibian 
Scaffolding), Ryan Hitchcock (City Lifting by RS Racing) and teammate 
Evan Belford. After his big opening lap crash in Race 1, Sullivan Mounsey 
(Wilson Racing/J&S Racing) was impressive as he made up 14 places 
to be in 13th. Championship contender Carter Brown (MLav VisionTrack 
Academy) retired at the end of Lap 5 whilst approaching half-race distance, 
Garness had built up a lead of over four seconds.

Entering the second half of the race, the battle for third took a dramatic 
twist as Ruisbroek had now got himself in the fight for the rostrum but at 
the start of Lap 8, he went to launch up the inside at Turn 2 of teammate 
Dessoy but the two tangled, leaving Dessoy on the ground. After a quick 
race direction investigation, the incident didn’t result in a penalty, whilst 
the battle for the final rostrum placing was now a group of seven, with 
Stephenson at the front with three to go.

There was more drama in the podium positions as second-placed Brinton, 
in a repeat of his Race 1 tumble, crashed out on the penultimate lap, this 
time at Turn 4. That promoted Ruisbroek into second and Crosby into third, 
although Crosby was dropping back rapidly to Evan Belford behind him. 
Going into the final corner on the final lap, Belford made a bold move and 
got the job done, pushing Crosby back to fourth.

At the front, it was another victory for Garness, his sixth of the year and 
his first double of 2022 as he now sports a 58-point lead in the standings. 
Second place was Ruisbroek who took a second consecutive personal 
best finish and a first podium of his Honda British Talent Cup career, whilst 
Belford’s late charge saw him complete the podium. Crosby took fourth 
whilst Hitchcock rounded out the top five, ahead of Veijer, Lucas Brown, 
Mackay, Stephenson and Julian Correa (Microlise Creswell Racing), with 
the American rookie completing the top ten. Mounsey was able to come 
up to 11th, a fine performance after his Race 1 crash on Saturday. Garness 
leads by 58 points overall whilst Veijer’s sixth place puts him just one point 
behind second-placed Carter Brown in the standings.

The next Honda British Talent Cup round will be alongside the MotoGP™ 
World Championship paddock at the Monster Energy British Grand Prix at 
the Silverstone Circuit.

Garness in Brands Hatch brilliance to double up with Race 2 victory
In another dramatic battle, Brands Hatch delivered drama in abundance
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SILVERSTONE  | 5-7 AUGUST 2022

SILVERSTONE | ROUND 6  Race 1

REPORT 

On the biggest stage of the year for the Honda British Talent Cup, Johnny Garness (MLav VisionTrack Academy) put in a showstopper in Race 1, 
duelling Rhys Stephenson (Rocket Racing) early doors before pulling away to take the chequered flag nearly eight seconds clear. Stephenson im-
pressed to take second as the only challenger to the number 57 early on, with Harley McCabe (MLav VisionTrack Academy) winning the group fight 
to complete the podium as he took P3.

Garness got a good start from pole - a pole that had put him a cool 1.6 seconds clear - and shot off into the lead after lights out. After getting past 
Evan Belford (City Lifting by RS Racing), only Stephenson could initially stay in touch with the points leader, slowly reeling him back in over a number 
of laps. The number 23 also tried his luck at getting past but wasn’t able to keep up the challenge as the laps ticked down, eventually forced to settle 
for a nevertheless impressive P2. Garness just kept the hammer down, and by the time he rolled round to meet the chequered flag it was 7.946 
seconds of clear air behind him as the number 57 took another impressive win.

Behind that duo, it was a classic group fight and split by tiny margins over the line. Carter Brown (MLav VisionTrack Academy) was mired in it as his 
teammate - and key Cup rival - disappeared at the front, and mere hundredths decided the final place on the podium. Three-wide across the line, 
was McCabe who pipped them all to take P3, with Harrison Dessoy (Microlise Cresswell Racing/Eastern Garage Racing) fourth and Brown forced to 
settle for fifth after leading the battle for much of the final lap.

Lucas Brown (SP125/Amphibian Scaffolding) followed his namesake home for an impressive top six, ahead of Matthew Ruisbroek (Microlise Cress-
well Racing) and Sullivan Mounsey (Wilson Racing/J&S Racing) in another tight trio. Completing the top ten, Harrison Crosby (Banks Racing) just 
beat Clayton Edmunds (MJL Racing) to the line as the two were the last in touch with the freight train, Edmunds having run as high as third earlier 
in the race.

After a good start, Belford later crashed out, and will be looking for more on Sunday.

Garness puts in a showstopper in Race 1 at Silverstone
The number 57 duels Stephenson early on before pulling clear on track and hammering his advantage home in the 
standings
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SILVERSTONE  | 5-7 AUGUST 2022

SILVERSTONE | ROUND 6  Race 2

REPORT 

After domination in Race 1, Johnny Garness (MLav VisionTrack Academy) did it again on Sunday for another impressive victory. In a class of his 
own all weekend, the number 57 was over six seconds clear at the chequered flag in Race 2. The same two riders joined him on the podium too, 
with Rhys Stephenson (Rockey Racing) impressing for another rostrum finish and likewise Harley McCabe (MLav VisionTrack Academy) as they took 
second and third, respectively. 

Garness got the holeshot once again, with Stephenson slotting into second and McCabe into third - as it would turn out, also where each would 
finish. Initially though they were glued together, and Stephenson was able to take the lead for the latter part of the lap - before Garness swept round 
the outside to lead over the line for the next.

As the laps ticked down, the gap then only grew. Once into clear air and settled in the lead, Garness was able to pull away and eventually crossed 
the line 6.618 seconds clear, taking a huge 84-point lead in the standings.

Behind him, the Stephenson vs McCabe duel raged on. The two were glued together until the penultimate lap as the number 23 was then able to 
just pull away, with McCabe forced to settle for third but both having an incredibly impressive Sunday.

It was a close trio fighting for fourth too, with Sullivan Mounsey (Wilson Racing/J&S Racing) vs Carter Brown (MLav VisionTrack Academy) vs Harrison 
Dessoy (Microlise Cresswell Racing/Eastern Garage Racing). Mounsey crashed out, however, and Brown was able to pull into some clear air in fourth 
as Dessoy completed the top five.

Next up Clayton Edmunds (MJL Racing) took another good finish at the head of a close group, beating Lucas Brown (SP125/Amphibian Scaffolding), 
Harrison Crosby (Banks Racing), Julian Correa (Microlise Cresswell Racing) and Matthew Ruisbroek (Microlise Cresswell Racing), the latter duo split 
by just hundredths over the line.

That’s a wrap on Race 2 at the British GP, with 84 points now in Garness’ favour at the top as the paddock heads to Thurxton for a quick turnaround. 
Can his rivals hit back next weekend?

Garness hammers home his advantage in Race 2
The number 57 impress once again to pull clear, with Stephenson and McCabe back on the rostrum on Sunday
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TXHUXTON  | 12-14 AUGUST 2022

TRHUXTON | ROUND 7 Race  1

REPORT 

Johnny Garness (MLav VisionTrack Academy) has done it again, and his win in Race 1 at Thruxton not only keeps his roll going, but also gives the 
number 57 his first shot at the crown on Sunday. Now 89 points clear of teammate Carter Brown, he needs to make that 100 or more by the end of 
Race 2 to become the 2022 Honda British Talent Cup Champion. Brown is now his only rival.

Garness’ performance in Race 1 says it can’t be counted out either as he escaped after an early duel against Silverstone sparring partner Rhys Ste-
phenson (Rocket Racing), with Brown then moving through to third and able to catch and pass the number 23 for second. Can Garness’ sole rival 
for the Cup repeat that on Sunday?

Off the line on Saturday though, Garness converted pole by well over a second into the holeshot and started to get the hammer down, with Stephen-
son once again the only rider with any real challenge early on. And the number 23 did manage to hit the front after only a handful of laps, but it was 
shortlived as Garness hit back and then didn’t look back, escaping into the lead.

The focus then shifted to Brown as the number 74 was reeling Stephenson in, and once past he also started to take chunks out of Garness’ lead. 
But heading wide and then running out of laps saw him forced to take second by just over two seconds, with Stephenson completing the podium.

Behind the podium fight there was a huge battle for fourth between Matthew Ruisbroek (Microlise Cresswell Racing), Harrison Crosby (Banks Rac-
ing), Evan Belford (City Lifting by RS Racing) and Amanuel Brinton (Mortimer Racing /Victoria House Racing Academy), with positions chopping and 
changing throughout. It went down to the final chicane and then the drag to the line, with just 0.166 splitting the four over the line. In the end, Ruis-
broek took it ahead of Crosby and Brinton, with Belford forced to settle for seventh.

The fight for eighth was also close, with Lucas Brown (SP125/Amphibian Scaffolding) pipping Sullivan Mounsey (Wilson Racing/J&S Racing), Harrison 
Mackay (Wilson Racing/Super Soco) and Clayton Edmunds (MJL Racing).

It’s been a tougher round so far for Microlise Cresswell Racing as Kiyano Veijer broke his foot in practice and is sidelined, and there was contact early 
on between Harrison Dessoy and Julian Correa in Race 1 putting a dent in their day.

Garness escapes as Brown fights back to second
Garness vs Stephenson takes off at Thruxton before Brown gets the hammer down to move through
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TXHUXTON  | 12-14 AUGUST 2022

TRHUXTON | ROUND 7 Race  2

REPORT 

Garness can’t be stopped, Brown takes the fight for the Cup down to Snetterton
The number 57 continues his streak as Brown does enough to keep the fight going despite an early end to Race 2
Johnny Garness (MLav VisionTrack Academy) had some company at the front near the start of Race 1, but the hammer was down even earlier on 
Sunday as the number 57 pulled away to take win number 10 of the year. Behind, teammate Carter Brown managed to move through to second after 
fighting in a bigger group for the final spots on the podium, and with the race Red Flagged just short of full distance the number 74 takes a valuable 
20 points. Evan Belford (City Lifting by RS Racing) took third place to get back on the rostrum.

Off the line, Rhys Stephenson (Rocket Racing) got a good launch from pole and immediately moved over to cover Garness, but the number 57 was 
able to quickly dispatch him and move into the lead. From there he didn’t look back, taking win number 10 with seeming ease and impressing once 
more. 

Behind, Stephenson vs Brown vs Belford was initially the fight for second, but bit by bit the four-way fight behind was able to arrive on the scene. 
Brown was back through on Belford and then held off Stephenson, and when the Red Flag came out on Lap 13 of 14 for a crash for Matthew Ruis-
broek (Microlise Cresswell Racing), it was enough for the number 74 to take second. Belford takes third, with Stephenson relegated off the podium 
for the first time since before the British Grand Prix. Ruisbroek subsequently walked away from the crash.

Harrison Crosby (Banks Racing) and Amanuel Brinton (Mortimer Racing /Victoria House Racing Academy) were next up in the close fight for the top 
five and more, with Lucas Brown (SP125/Amphibian Scaffolding) losing a little distance in avoiding action and taking seventh.

Clayton Edmunds (MJL Racing) held off Harrison Mackay (Wilson Racing/Super Soco) in P8 and P9, respectively, with Ollie Walker (SP125) complet-
ing the top ten at the head of the next group.

And so it rolls on to Snetterton. Garness needed to leave 100 points or more clear, and it’s now 94 so it’s a hard bet against the number 57 getting 
it done next time out. Can Brown pull something out the bag? We’ll find out from the 9th to the 11th of September!
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SNETTERTON  | 9-11 SEPTEMBER  2022

SNETTERTON | ROUND 8  RACE 1

REPORT 

ohnny Garness is the 2022 Honda British Talent Cup Champion! The MLav 
VisionTrack Academy rider duelled Rhys Stephenson (Rocket Racing) at 
Snetterton and took another impressive victory to add to his campaign, 
with an earlier DNF for Carter Brown (MLav VisionTrack Academy) seeing 
the number 74 forced out of contention for the crown. Behind Garness 
and Stephenson, Harrison Crosby (Banks Racing) completed the podium 
on Saturday.

Off the line Garness and Stephenson slotted into an early 1-2, but there 
was some drama for Evan Belford (City Lifting by RS Racing) as the 
polesitter had jumped the start and was given a Ride Through. Taking it 
and dipping out of third, the number 52 then broke the pitlane speed limit 
and was given a second Ride Through, taking him well out of the fight.

With Belford dropping back, Garness and Stephenson were left with 
a gap and that only extended from there on out. Then, more drama at 
half distance: a retirement for Brown. The number 74 pulled up with a 
mechanical, and that was that. With 94 points in hand before the race, 
Garness was guaranteed the crown – but would he seal it with a win?

The duel at the front raged on, with Garness leading Stephenson and the 
two trading lap records. Picking their way through traffic and onto the final 
lap, it was a few tenths in hand for Garness as he faced down the final 
couple of miles to seal the crown in style, and that he did, taking the win 
by 0.195 from Stephenson.

Behind, Crosby had a lonelier ride to third ahead of Lucas Brown (SP125 
Amphibian Scaffolding), who took fourth and was likewise in some clear air 
over the line. Filip Surowiak (MJL Racing) took fifth in a tight battle against 
Ryan Hitchcock (City Lifting by RS Racing) and Bailey Stuart-Campbell 
(Team 151s/Lextek).

Behind that trio was another closely-fought duel between MLav VisionTrack 
Academy teammates Daniel Goodman and Harley McCabe, with Ollie 
Walker (SP125) completing the top ten. Despite his two Ride Throughs, 
Belford stormed back to an impressive P12 – and only 0.010 off Luca 
Hopkins (SP125/Barnsdale Leisure) just ahead.  

Sealed with a win! Garness defeats Stephenson to take the crown at Snetterton
A duel at the front sees the number 57 take another win and wrap up the title in style, with Brown suffering a DNF
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SNETTERTON | ROUND 8  RACE 2

REPORT 

Garness completes the double, Belford vs Crosby decides the podium
The newly crowned Champion hammers home his advantage as Stephenson slides out on Sunday

Johnny Garness (MLav VisionTrack Academy) only continued to extend his advantage on Sunday at Snetterton, with the newly crowned 2022 Honda 
British Talent Cup Champion coming home in clear air for a 12th win of the season as sparring partner Rhys Stephenson (Rocket Racing) slid out. The 
podium went down to Evan Belford (City Lifting by RS Racing) vs Harrison Crosby (Banks Racing) on the final lap and drag to the line, with Belford 
just coming out on top by 0.039.

Off the line, Garness got the jump and the holeshot as Stephenson lost out two positions, but the number 23 was able to quickly pick his way back 
through to tag back onto the race leader. The two, as we’ve seen several times already this season, then got down to building a gap as they once 
again pulled away to duel it out.

Behind, Crosby was in some clear air for much of the race, but Belford was closing him down. The number 52 took two Ride Throughs on Saturday 
for jumping the start and then breaking the pitlane speed limit, so was looking for some redemption as he closed in on the yellow machine ahead.

At the front though, it was an as you were for some time before suddenly drama hit for Stephenson. Garness’ only recent challenger overcooked it 
and slid out from just behind the number 57, leaving Garness alone with a good gap in the lead and it seeming like more a formality to make it win 
number 12.

That it seemed in some ways. The newly crowned Champion kept it calm and carried on, coming home for another victory and to extend his lead 
even more ahead of the final races. Belford caught Crosby and the two exchanged positions before a tense final lap, with the number 52 just keeping 
it on the side-by-side drag to the line.

Behind, a big group fight saw Filip Surowiak (MJL Racing) come out on top for fourth, just ahead of Daniel Goodman (MLav VisionTrack Academy), 
Harrison Mackay (Wilson Racing(Super Soco), Ryan Hitchcock (City Lifting by RS Racing), Lucas Brown (SP125 Amphibian Scaffolding) and Ollie 
Walker (SP125) as they were covered by only nine tenths of a second. Bailey Stuart-Campbell (Team 151s/Lextek) completed the top ten, a little 
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DONINGTON | ROUND 9  RACE 1

REPORT 

The final chapter of the 2022 Honda British Talent Cup got underway at 
Donington Park on Saturday and, with the title already decided, it was all 
about the battle for second and behind. Starting from pole position and 
looking to make amends in Race 1 of the final round, Evan Belford (City 
Lifting by RS Racing) was hoping to sign off the season in style. Despite 
the gathering clouds and the threat of rain, the race stayed largely without 
rain drama, and it was Belford who went on to take victory as he triumphed 
in a last lap battle.

There was another headline made even ahead of racing action 
commencing, however: Johnny Garness (MLav VisionTrack Academy), the 
2022 Champion, crashed in qualifying and has been forced to watch the 
final showdowns of the season from the sidelines. With that he also lost the 
chance to go for a new record of wins in a row, with focus instead shifting 
to that battle behind in a hotly contested fight for the top echelons of the 
standings.

As the penultimate race of the year began without the Champion on the 
grid, there was drama on the start line as Clayton Edmunds (MJL Racing), 
from ninth, had problems and was forced into pitlane, and then the holeshot 
went polesitter Belford but he was soon picked off by Rhys Stephenson 
(Rocket Racing), who had a half a second lead by the halfway point in 
the lap. At Turn 1, Harrison Mackay (Wilson Racing/Super Soco) and 
Ryan Hitchcock (City Lifting by RS Racing) crashed out, but there was no 
action taken. Belford was back into second ahead of Carter Brown (MLav 
VisionTrack Academy) in third, whilst Lucas Brown (SP125/Amphibian 

Scaffolding) was fourth and Harley McCabe (MLav Vision Track Academy) 
in fifth. At the start of Lap 3 of 15, Belford hit the front at Turn 1 whilst 
Stephenson was pushed back to third at the Old Hairpin by Carter Brown.

 On Lap 6, the first rain flag of the day was flown on Lap 5 going through 
Foggy Esses and going into the Melbourne Loop, Stephenson hit the front. 
A brief exchange on Lap 6 at Turn 1 saw Belford ahead but Stephenson cut 
back and led the way. Then, once again, at the Melbourne Loop on Lap 6, 
the lead changed with Belford striking, Stephenson sitting in second whilst 
Carter Brown kept a watching brief behind. Meanwhile in fourth, McCabe 
was holding off Harrison Crosby (Banks Racing), and Lucas Brown, with 
McCabe lapping quicker than the three ahead of him.

With a new lap record set for the class at Donington Park by Belford on 
Lap 8, it was matched by Stephenson on Lap 9, with the pace once again 
extremely hot. There was a good battle for seventh, with James Cook 
(ThorneyCroft56 Racing) putting a pass on Filip Surowiak (MJL Racing) for 
seventh, as Sullivan Mounsey (Wilson Racing/J&S Accessories), Harrison 
Dessoy (Microlise Cresswell Racing/Eastern Garage Racing) and Daniel 
Goodman (MLav Visiontrack Academy) completed the top ten.

On Lap 12, however, there was major drama with Belford and Stephenson 
as the two collided going through Turn 6, leaving Stephenson in the dirt. 
Thankfully he was perfectly OK, but his bid for third place overall had been 
hurt. That promoted McCabe into third on track.

Belford takes Race 1 at Donington Park after final lap showdown
With title-holder Johnny Garness out of action after a qualifying crash, the Honda British Talent Cup was a land of 
opportunity on the penultimate race day of the year at Donington Park
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DONINGTON PARK GP  | 30 SEPTEMBER - 2 OCTOBER 

DONINGTON | ROUND 9  RACE 2

REPORT 

Belford doubles up at Donington Park as 2022 comes to a close
It was a thrilling end to the season as the final race of 2022 brought drama and excitement a Donington Park

The final race of the 2022 Honda British Talent Cup brought to a close a record-breaking season, with another thrilling race out front. With good 
weather at Donington Park, the 15-lap duel saw Rhys Stephenson (Rocket Racing) go from pole position, whilst Evan Belford (City Lifting by RS 
Racing) was keen to for a double, whilst their rivals were just as eager to finish their season in style. Johnny Garness (MLav VisionTrack Academy) 
was out of action after a qualifying crash on Saturday, so it was always going to be unpredictable. A red flag on Lap 13 brought the season to an early 
end but it was once again victory for Evan Belford.

Grabbing the holeshot on Lap 1, it was Harley McCabe (MLav VisionTrack Academy) who took the lead but by the end of the first lap, Belford was up 
front. It was a bright start for Sullivan Mounsey (Wilson Racing/J&S Accessories), whilst Stephenson, Carter Brown (MLav VisionTrack Academy) and 
McCabe completed the top five. On Lap 2 at the Melbourne Loop, Stephenson momentarily hit the front, but Belford bit back at Turn 12. At the start 
of Lap 3, the two were side by side, with Lincolnshire rider Stephenson coming out on top. Into the top five by the end of the third lap, Lucas Brown 
(SP125/Amphibian Scaffolding) set the fastest lap of the race. At the end of Lap 4, the safety car was deployed after a crash for Daniel Goodman 
(MLav VisionTrack Academy) at the Craner Curves; he was stretchered away but conscious.

The safety car came into the pits at the end of Lap 6, with the race resuming; Belford led the way ahead of Stephenson and Carter Brown, whilst 
Mounsey and Lucas Brown followed. Crucially, in the battle for third overall in the standings, Harrison Crosby (Banks Racing) was only seventh and 
needed to get higher up with Stephenson being his main rival. On Lap 8, there was a constant swapping and changing for the lead with Lucas Brown 
being the latest to hit the front before Mounsey took over, both looking for a first win in the class. On multiple occasions, there were five abreast into 
the braking zone, but it remained clean and tidy. At the end of Lap 10, Luca Hopkins (SP125/Barnsdale Leisure) crashed but was OK.

In the closing stages, Stephenson set a new lap record and on Lap 12, he made his move at the Foggy Esses to hit the front, before once again, 
Belford struck back. Carter Brown was then into second at the final corner, with Mounsey into fourth and the front four trying to break away. However, 
on Lap 13, there was a crash at Craner Curves for Troy Jeffrey (ThorneyCroft56 Racing) and that brought out the red flag, which meant an early end 
to the race; Jeffrey was conscious and on the stretcher with an ankle injury. With Belford in the lead, he took the double ahead of Carter Brown and 
Rhys Stephenson. Mounsey took fourth ahead of Lucas Brown, McCabe, Crosby – who took third overall in the standings – and Filip Surowiak (MJL 
Racing). James Cook (ThorneyCroft56 Racing) and Kiyano Veijer (Microlise Cresswell Racing) completed the top ten.

With it being the final race of the 2022 season and with Garness already taking the title, he finished 104 points ahead of Carter Brown who was 
second ahead of Harrison Crosby, Stephenson and Lucas Brown. Outside the top five, Harrison Dessoy (Microlise Cresswell Racing/Eastern Ga-
rage Racing) finished just one point ahead of Evan Belford, who enjoyed his late season charge after his injury-hit start to 2022. Kiyano Veijer, Ryan 
Hitchcock (City Lifting by RS Racing) and Matthew Ruisbroek (Microlise Cresswell Racing) completed the top ten. After returning to the Honda BTC, 
Sullivan Mounsey was 13th overall, just behind McCabe and Julian Correa. It’s been a thrilling year of racing, with five different winners in the class, 
along with 12 different podium finishers and plenty more stars born and on the road to MotoGP™. We look forward to doing it all over again in 2023.


